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ABSTRACT14

Observations at intermediate redshifts reveal the presence of numerous, compact, weak Mg II ab-15

sorbers with near to super-solar metallicities, often surrounded by extended regions that produce C IV16

and/or O VI absorption, in the circumgalactic medium at large impact parameters from luminous17

galaxies. Their origin and nature remains unclear. We hypothesize that undetected, satellite dwarf18

galaxies are responsible for producing some of these weak Mg II absorbers. We test our hypothesis us-19

ing gas dynamical simulations of galactic outflows from a dwarf galaxy with a halo mass of 5×109 M�,20

as might be infalling into in a larger L∗ halo at z = 2. We find that thin, filamentary, weak Mg II21

absorbers (. 100 pc) are produced in two stages: 1) when shocked core collapse supernova (SNII)22

enriched gas descending in a galactic fountain gets shock compressed by upward flows driven by sub-23

sequent SNIIs and cools (phase 1 ), and later, 2) during an outflow driven by Type Ia supernovae that24

shocks and sweeps up pervasive SNII-enriched gas, which then cools (phase 2 ). The Mg II absorbers25

in our simulations are continuously generated by shocks and cooling with moderate metallicity ∼0.1-26

0.2 Z�, but low column density < 1012 cm−2. They are also surrounded by larger (0.5–1 kpc) C IV27

absorbers that seem to survive longer. Larger-scale (> 1 kpc) C IV and O VI clouds are also produced28

in both expanding and shocked SNII-enriched gas. Observable ion distributions from our models ap-29

pear well-converged at our standard resolution (12.8 pc). Our simulation highlights the possibility of30

dwarf galactic outflows producing highly enriched multiphase gas.31

Keywords: galactic outflows — CGM— hydrodynamic simulations — dwarf galaxies32

1. INTRODUCTION33

Galactic outflows appear to regulate the structure and34

evolution of galaxies, as they heat, ionize, and chem-35

ically enrich the surrounding circumgalactic medium36

(CGM) and even drive unbound winds that can reach37

the intergalactic medium (IGM; see e.g. Somerville &38

Davé 2015; Heckman 2017, for reviews). A robust under-39

standing of the stellar feedback processes driving these40
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outflows, however, remains elusive. The observed prop-41

erties of the outflows and outflow-CGM interaction at42

multiple wavelengths must be used to constrain the-43

oretical models of the physics governing the outflows44

and outflow-CGM interaction. The most prominent ob-45

served properties are metal absorption lines, seen in the46

spectra of background quasars, that are believed to arise47

from inhomogeneities in the CGM. Numerical simula-48

tions are required to predict and interpret the obser-49

vational signatures of these systems (e.g. Oppenheimer50

et al. 2012; Suresh et al. 2015; Keating et al. 2016;51

Turner et al. 2017; Oppenheimer et al. 2018; Peeples52

et al. 2019).53
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Analysis of metal absorption line observations re-54

veals the presence of numerous, compact (1–100 pc),55

low-ionization gas clouds traced by weak Mg II lines56

(W 2796
r <0.3 Å), often associated with larger (0.5–1 kpc)57

regions of higher-ionization gas traced by CIV and OVI58

lines in the halos of L∗ galaxies at intermediate redshifts59

of 1 . z . 2.5 (Rigby et al. 2002; Charlton et al. 2003;60

Simcoe et al. 2004; Milutinovic et al. 2006; Schaye et al.61

2007; Lynch & Charlton 2007; Narayanan et al. 2008;62

Misawa et al. 2008; Turner et al. 2014, 2015; Lehner63

et al. 2016; D’Odorico et al. 2016; Muzahid et al. 2017).64

The derived metallicities of weak Mg II absorbers are al-65

most always greater than 10% solar and are often as high66

or even higher than the solar value, even though lumi-67

nous or post-starburst galaxies are rarely found within a68

50 kpc impact parameter. Some of them are even iron-69

enhanced compared with solar (Rigby et al. 2002; Charl-70

ton et al. 2003; Narayanan et al. 2008; Misawa et al.71

2008; Lynch & Charlton 2007).72

Weak Mg II systems are optically thin in neutral hy-73

drogen and produce metal lines that are relatively nar-74

row, with Doppler parameter b < 10 km s−1 (Churchill75

et al. 1999; Narayanan et al. 2008). With the ob-76

served high metallicity (>0.1Z�), they are usually asso-77

ciated with sub-Lyman Limit Systems (sub-LLSs) with78

NHI < 1017 cm−2.79

In addition, analyses of low-redshift absorbers show80

that there are fewer absorbers at present than in the past81

(Muzahid et al. 2017). Galactic outflows carry metals82

and are less active in the modern Universe, but the ab-83

sence of star-forming or post-starburst galaxies nearby,84

together with all the measured properties above, sug-85

gest that galactic outflows from dwarf satellite galaxies86

may produce some of the weak Mg II absorbers. This87

hypothesis is supported by several observations. First,88

weaker Mg II absorbers at larger impact parameters are89

symmetrically distributed, while strong Mg II absorbers90

at impact parameters < 35 kpc are commonly observed91

along the minor axis (Bordoloi et al. 2014). Second, spa-92

tially extended line-emitting nebulae on scales of up to93

100 proper kpc, not associated with any detected galax-94

ies, are found in galaxy groups around AGNs (Johnson95

et al. 2018; Epinat et al. 2018).96

The covering fraction of the weak absorbers is esti-97

mated to be & 30% in the CGM of galaxies brighter than98

0.001L∗(Narayanan et al. 2008; Muzahid et al. 2017).99

There would be on the order of a million tiny, weak ab-100

sorbers per galaxy if a spherical geometry were assumed101

(Rigby et al. 2002). It has been argued, however, that102

weak absorbers reside instead in filamentary and sheet-103

like structures (Milutinovic et al. 2006).104

Many of these systems show absorption by multiple105

high ionization species at the same velocity, often with106

additional components offset by 5–150 km s−1 (Miluti-107

novic et al. 2006). C IV surveys at z ≈ 2 ∼ 3 in the108

environments of sub-LLS suggest that C IV clouds are109

more diffuse (nHI ∼ 10−4 to 10−3 cm−3) and larger than110

Mg II clouds, with sizes between 0.1 kpc and 10 kpc111

(Simcoe et al. 2004; Schaye et al. 2007; Lehner et al.112

2016). Some of C IV clouds may have expanded from113

denser, more compact Mg II clouds (Schaye et al. 2007).114

These C IV systems may be interpreted as being in pho-115

toionization equilibrium at T∼ 104 K, and their metal-116

licities are found to be ∼ 1% solar to even solar or more117

(Simcoe et al. 2004; Schaye et al. 2007; Lehner et al.118

2016). There are also many O VI absorption systems,119

which are more likely to have an origin in photoionized120

gas (rather than collisionally ionized gas) at z ∼2 due121

to the greater intensity of the EBR. The detections of122

O VI by Turner et al. (2014, 2015), however, suggest123

the presence of a collisionally ionized gas phase for im-124

pact parameters .100 proper kpc of large, star-forming125

galaxies at z ∼ 2.4.126

We specifically choose a dwarf galaxy for our study,127

as we want to test the hypothesis that galactic outflows128

from undetected, dwarf satellite galaxies are responsi-129

ble for producing some of the observed weak Mg II ab-130

sorbers in halos of larger, passive L∗ galaxies at inter-131

mediate redshift. By contrast, recent work on cooling132

multi-phase outflows from galaxies has focused on sub-133

stantially more massive galaxies with halo masses ex-134

ceeding 5 × 1010M� to Milky Way mass (Sarkar et al.135

2015; Fielding et al. 2017; Schneider & Robertson 2018;136

Schneider et al. 2020)137

The bursty nature of star formation is ob-138

served in dwarf galaxies at z = 0 − 2 and even139

at higher redshift, z & 3, often with multiple140

episodes of starbursts (Anders et al. 2004; Tol-141

stoy et al. 2009; McQuinn et al. 2009, 2010; Atek142

et al. 2014; Simon 2019). The starburst dura-143

tion seems to be long, & 0.5 Gyr in local dwarf144

galaxies(McQuinn et al. 2009, 2010), and mul-145

tiple starbursts are observed in satellite dwarf146

spheroidal galaxies over cosmic time (&a few147

Gyr) depending on the orbits around their host148

galaxy in the Local Group (Nichols et al. 2012).149

We note that we are not placing our dwarf galaxy150

in the CGM of a host galaxy nor in its gravitational151

potential. Although halo pressure from a host galaxy152

can be dynamically important, we show later that the153

thermal pressure of a SN driven outflow is greater than154

the characteristic halo gas pressure of a host galaxy,155

∼ 10−14 dyne cm −2 at z = 2 (Tvir = 105−6 K: Fujita156



et al. 2004), and the pressure depends on the location157

of the satellite galaxy and possibly on its orbit in and158

around the halo (Meiksin et al. 2015). The pressure from159

the halo of a massive galaxy may have some dynamical160

importance at late stages, but in this paper we try to161

clarify the role of radiatively cooling, galactic outflows162

in a dwarf galaxy in generating weak Mg II clouds sur-163

rounded by C IV and O VI clouds in the absence of host164

halo pressure. We will consider non-negligible external165

pressure in a subsequent paper.166

There are other physical mechanisms that may pro-167

duce weak Mg II absorbers in larger haloes where active168

star formation is absent, such as condensation in the169

hot corona and ram-pressure stripping of dwarf satellite170

galaxies. For example, the analyses of two high metal-171

licity, weak Mg II absorbers and stronger absorbers in172

the halos of massive, luminous red galaxies suggest their173

origin through condensation in the hot corona (Thom174

et al. 2012; Prochaska et al. 2017; Zahedy et al. 2018;175

Chen et al. 2018, 2019; Fossati et al. 2019; Berg et al.176

2019; Nelson et al. 2020). On the hand hand, the analy-177

ses of strong Mg II absorbers in halos of star-forming178

galaxies, particularly in group environments, suggest179

their origin in tidally stripped gas from nearby galax-180

ies or ram-pressure stripped gas through the intragroup181

corona (Chen et al. 2014; Nielsen et al. 2018; Dutta et al.182

2020), so ram-pressure stripping of dwarf satellite galax-183

ies moving through the host halo is also an intriguing184

idea.185

In this paper, we focus on testing our hypothesis that186

galactic outflows from satellite dwarf galaxies, too dim187

to detect in the halo of a larger L∗ galaxy, produce com-188

pact weak Mg II absorbers surrounded by larger regions189

that produce C IV and O VI absorption. Using a small-190

scale hydrodynamical simulation of a dwarf galaxy, we191

find such structures are produced by repeated shocks192

and radiative cooling in the gaseous halo of the galaxy.193

We will highlight important physical processes at work194

that regulate the production of low and high ionization195

clouds, to be explored in larger-scale simulations in the196

next paper.197

We describe our numerical method in Section 2 and198

the dynamics of SNII and SNIa-driven outflows and their199

interaction with surrounding gas, including the produc-200

tion of dense clumps and filaments, in Section 3. In201

Section 4, we study the distributions of weak Mg II ab-202

sorbers and surrounding C IV and O VI absorbers in our203

simulation, and compare them to the properties of ob-204

served systems, followed by a resolution study (Section205

5) and a summary (Section 6).206

2. NUMERICAL METHOD207

We use the adaptive mesh refinement hydrodynamics208

code Enzo (Bryan et al. 2014) to simulate repeated su-209

pernova explosions in the disk of a dwarf galaxy. We210

solve the equations of hydrodynamics using a direct-211

Eulerian piecewise parabolic method (Colella & Wood-212

ward 1984; Bryan et al. 2014) and a two-shock approxi-213

mate Riemann solver with progressive fallback to more214

diffusive Riemann solvers in the event that higher order215

methods produce negative densities or energies. Our216

simulation box has dimensions (Lx, Ly, Lz) = (6.5536,217

6.5536, 32.768) kpc, initially with (32, 32, 160) cells.218

Only half the galactic disk above its midplane is simu-219

lated. We refine cells to resolve shocks with a standard220

minimum pressure jump condition (Colella & Wood-221

ward 1984) and to resolve cooling at turbulent inter-222

faces where the sound crossing time exceeds the cooling223

time. We use 4 refinement levels resulting in a highest224

resolution of 12.8 pc (standard simulation). We also ran225

the same simulation with 3 refinement levels as a com-226

parative resolution study (low-res simulation), and by227

applying 6 refinement levels in a region where Mg II fil-228

aments form in order to test the effects of resolution on229

fragmentation (high-res zoom simulation). We assume230

a flat ΛCDM cosmology with the 2018 Planck Collabo-231

ration measured parameters Ωm = 0.315, ΩΛ = 0.685,232

h = 0.674, and Ωb = 0.0493 (Aghanim et al. 2019).233

2.1. Galaxy Model234

We model a dwarf galaxy at redshift z = 2 with a235

halo mass Mhalo = 4 × 109 M�, and a virial radius236

Rvir = 17.3 kpc. This model has a disk gas mass,237

Mg = 5.2 × 108 M�. We adopt a Burkert (1995) dark238

matter potential with a core radius r0 = 848 pc and239

central density ρ0 = 1.93× 10−23 g cm−3, although this240

potential profile is a fit to the observed rotation curves241

of nearby dwarf galaxies rather than those at z =2. Our242

choice of r0 and ρ0 ensures that the resulting poten-243

tial profile reproduces a Navarro et al. (1997) dark mat-244

ter potential with c = 12.2 for the same dwarf halo at245

r > 400 pc. The gas is described as a softened exponen-246

tial disk:247

ρ(R, z) =
Mg

2πa2
gbg

0.52sech

(
R

ag

)
sech

(
z

bg

)
(1)

where Mg is the total mass of gas in the disk, and ag and248

bg are the radial and vertical gas disk scale heights (Ton-249

nesen & Bryan 2009). We chose ag = 621 pc based on250

the exponential disk approximation of Mo et al. (1998),251

with λ = 0.05, and bg = 160 pc based on the thin disk252

approximation (Toomre 1963) with an effective sound253

speed, cs,eff = 11.3 km s−1 (Fujita et al. 2009). Given254

this gas density distribution in the disk, the gas temper-255

ature and pressure are calculated to maintain the disk256



in hydrostatic equilibrium with the surrounding halo po-257

tential in the z-direction, and the rotational velocity of258

the gas disk is set to balance the radial gravitational259

force and the pressure gradient. The disk temperature260

varies between 103 K and a few ×104 K, and the maxi-261

mum circular velocity is vmax = 48.8 km s−1 with the es-262

cape velocity from the potential vesc = 69.0 km s−1. Our263

model galaxy is placed in a static halo background with264

ρbg = 1.83× 10−28 g cm−3 so that the gas mass within265

the virial radius is Mhalo(Ωb/Ωm). The metallicity is266

initially set to a uniform value of Z = 0.001 with mean267

molecular weight µ = 0.6. The gas-phase metallicity for268

a galaxy with stellar mass, M∗ ∼ 105−7 M� is estimated269

to be 0.01–0.05 Z�, based on 25 nearby dwarf irregulars270

(Lee et al. 2006), and is predicted to be 0.04–0.02 Z�271

at z = 2 based on the galaxy mass-metallicity relations272

(MZR) studied in cosmological simulations (Ma et al.273

2015). We chose a very low metallicity as an initial con-274

dition to delineate the effects of metal contribution by275

our simulated starburst alone.276

2.2. Cooling277

Figure 1 shows the cooling curves used in our simu-278

lations. We use radiative cooling curves as a function279

of temperature above 104 K for gas in collisional ioniza-280

tion equilibrium with various metallicities: [Fe/H]=-3,281

-2, -1.5, -1, -0.5, 0, +0.5 (Sutherland & Dopita 1993).282

A radiative cooling rate for gas in a cell with a metal-283

licity is computed by interpolating between the cooling284

curves. Cooling of gas below temperature 104 K is ap-285

proximated with the cooling curve of Rosen & Bregman286

(1995) computed for solar metallicity. Although, for ex-287

ample, Maio et al. (2007) shows that the cooling rate288

stays approximately the same between 103 and 104 K289

for gas with a metallicity below Z = 10−3, we justify290

the simplification below 104 K by noting that cooling291

below 104 K has a negligible effect on the formation292

and fragmentation of dense clouds as cooling in shocked293

gas and turbulent mixing layers is limited by numeri-294

cal resolution rather than by radiative cooling (Fujita295

et al. 2009; Gronke & Oh 2018, 2020). We justify the296

assumption of collisional ionization equilibrium because297

past simulations show that the effects of non-equilibrium298

ionization do not much boost high ion distributions even299

in shocked coronal gas (Kwak & Shelton 2010; Armil-300

lotta et al. 2016; Cottle et al. 2018). We do not include301

the effects of a metagalactic UV background radiation in302

our simulation, but we incorporate them when we post-303

process the simulations to compute the ion distributions304

(see Sect. 4). The modification of the ionization fraction305

by a UV background would affect only the lower density306

gas that does not dominate the cooling.307
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Figure 1. Radiative cooling functions used in our simula-
tions as a function of temperature T from Sutherland & Do-
pita (1993) for T ≥ 104 K for different metallicities and from
Rosen & Bregman (1995) for T < 104 K for solar metallicity.

308

309

2.3. Starburst310

In our study, we set up an instantaneous starburst of311

stellar mass 107 M� at the disk center. We assume this312

mass corresponds to ∼ 14% of the total stellar mass that313

could be produced in the future based on the stellar to314

halo mass relation for low mass galaxies at z <1 (Miller315

et al. 2014). We intend to model a single starburst event316

at an earlier stage of the history of the dwarf galaxy317

with a very low initial gas phase metallicity of 10−3Z�.318

We use Stellar Yields for Galactic Modeling Applica-319

tions (SYGMA; Ritter et al. 2018) to model the chemi-320

cal ejecta and feedback from simple stellar populations.321

SYGMA is part of the open-source chemical evolution322

NuGrid framework (NuPyCEE1). We compute the aver-323

age mechanical luminosities and the average metal ejec-324

tion rates for MSSP = 107 M�. They are LSNII =325

3.5×1041 erg s−1 and ṀSNII = 3×10−3 M� yr−1 for the326

initial 40 Myr, which is the lifetime of the smallest B star327

to go core collapse SNII, and LSNIa = 7 × 1038 erg s−1
328

and ṀSNIa = 2.5 × 10−5 M� yr−1 at times ≥ 40 Myr329

powered by SNIas. The metals produced by SNIIs and330

SNIas are followed and advected separately.331

To drive a constant-luminosity outflow, during ev-332

ery time step ∆t we add mass (Ṁin∆t) and energy333

(LSNII∆t and LSNIa∆t) to a spherical source region334

with a radius of 102.4 pc. We choose to increase the335

amount of mass added from the SYGMA values to en-336

1 http://www.nugridstars.org



sure that the temperature of hot gas in the outflows is337

108 K, which is far from the peak of the cooling curve338

at ∼ 105 K, but well below the value implied by only339

accounting for the ejecta. This additional mass accounts340

for the mass evaporated off the swept-up shells in the341

absence of an implementation of thermal heat conduc-342

tion. Therefore, we use Ṁin =0.107 M� yr−1 for the343

SNII-driven outflow and 2.1 × 10−4 M� yr−1 for the344

SNIa driven outflow. Metals produced by SNII and345

SNIa are separately traced in our simulations,346

but the fractions of elements are computed from347

the bulk metallicity field, assuming solar abun-348

dances. The total mass added for 1 Gyr is only349

4.3× 106 M� which is less than 1% of Mdisk.350

351

2.4. Ion Analysis352

We use the TRIDENT analysis tool (Hummels et al.353

2017) to calculate the ionization fractions of the species354

of interest based on the cell-by-cell density, temperature,355

and metallicity. First, the estimation for the number356

density of an element X is357

nX = nH
Z

Z�

(
nX
nH

)
�
, (2)

where Z is the metallicity from the simulation, and358

(nX/nH)� is the solar abundance by number. Ionization359

fractions are pre-calculated over a grid of temperature,360

density, and redshift in photoionization equilibrium with361

the metagalactic UV background radiation by Haardt &362

Madau (2012) coupled with collisional ionization,363

using the photoionization software CLOUDY (Ferland364

et al. 2013). Thus by linearly interpolating over the365

pre-calculated grid, TRIDENT returns the density of366

an ion, i, of an element, X as367

nXi
= nXfXI

, (3)

where fXI
is the ionization fraction of the ith ion.368369370

To generate an absorption profile along a ray through371

the simulation box, the absorption produced by each372

grid cell is represented by a single Voigt profile at its373

instantaneous velocity v, with a Doppler b parameter374

specified by the temperature in the cell.375

We are not computing the effects of UVB radiation376

in our simulations, so some gas tends to overcool to377

lower temperature, . 104 K. We show later that this378

overcooled, low-density (≤ 10−4 cm−3) gas contributes379

very little to the total ion budgets. In addition, denser380

clouds that produce Mg II absorbers have nH & 5×10−3
381

cm−3, which is comparable or greater than the382

self-shielding density threshold at z =2 (6.1×10−3
383

cm−3) calculated by Rahmati et al. (2013). Thus,384

most of our weak Mg II absorbers are likely to385

be self-shielded to the surrounding UVB radi-386

ation, and overcooling will not significantly af-387

fect our analysis (see Appendix). We also as-388

sume that dust depletion of gas phase magne-389

sium is not important since the neutral hydro-390

gen column density of weak Mg II systems in391

our sample (logNHI < 17) is not large enough to392

make dust reddening remarkable even if we con-393

sider their relatively high metallicity (e.g. Ka-394

plan et al. 2010).395

3. RESULTS396

Figure 2 shows density, temperature, pressure, total397

velocity, and metallicity slices along the y-z plane at398

the disk center and a neutral hydrogen column density399

distribution along x axis in the y-z plane at t =40 Myr.400

The H I distribution is calculated with Trident.401

The swept-up shell driven by repeated SNII explo-402

sions cools quickly due to its high density. Because403

it is expanding into a stratified atmosphere, it accel-404

erates and fragments into multiple clumps and shells405

due to the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instability. Figure 2406

shows that the hot, thermalized interior gas expands407

freely through the fragments. This occurs in any dense,408

accelerating shell, where the high-pressure interior gas409

overtakes the dense shell and expands beyond it (Mac410

Low et al. 1989). This outflow continues to expand411

to shock the CGM, and a classic superbubble (Weaver412

et al. 1977; McCray & Kafatos 1987) forms in the CGM,413

as seen in Figure 2: region (a) expanding SNII-enriched414

gas at v ∼ 400–1000 km s−1, region (b) shocked, pressur-415

ized SNII-enriched gas at P & 10−13 dyne cm−2, region416

(c) swept-up CGM shell, which is low-density because417

of the low ambient density being swept up, and region418

(d) the ambient CGM beyond the outer shock front at419

z ∼ 17 kpc. Expanding SNII-enriched gas and shocked420

SNII-enriched gas are divided at the inner shock front at421

z ∼ 12 kpc, and shocked SNII-enriched gas extends out422

to a contact discontinuity with the CGM. Note that the423

pressure of the shocked, SNII-enriched gas that drives424

the outflow to the halo is greater than the characteristic425

halo gas pressure of a host galaxy, ∼ 10−14 dyn cm−2
426

at z = 2.427

In our simulations, the high-density, low-temperature428

fragments of swept-up ISM material are not resolved af-429

ter t = 40 Myr with our refinement criteria of strong430

pressure gradients or the sound crossing time exceed-431

ing the cooling time. The survival and growth of these432

fragments ultimately depends in detail on the magnetic433

field structure of the wind, as well as its cooling time434

(McCourt et al. 2015; Armillott et al. 2017; Gronke &435
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Figure 2. Sliced density, temperature, pressure, velocity magnitude, and metallicity (from left to right) distributions and a
projected hydrogen column density distribution along the x-axis (rightmost) of the SNII-driven outflow at the box center (y-z
plane) when the last SNII goes off at t=40 Myr. The middle figure denotes region a) expanding SNII-enriched gas, b) shocked
SNII-enriched gas, c) swept-up CGM, and d) the ambient CGM.

Oh 2018; Li et al. 2020; Sparre et al. 2020). They cor-436

respond to observed Lyman limit systems (LLSs) and437

sub-damped Lyman α absorbers (DLAs) with NHI &438

1018−20 cm−2 that will likely produce strong Mg II ab-439

sorbers (see rightmost figure in Figure 2). However, the440

focus of this study is instead on weak Mg II absorbers441

that are observed to be associated with sub-LLSs with442

NHI < 1017 cm−2. These unresolved swept-up ISM frag-443

ments in the outflow quickly mix with the surround-444

ing hot, metal enriched gas, but the total amount of445

disk gas mixed in the outflow is only 3–5% of the disk446

mass initially placed on the grid. We also note that the447

powerful SNII-driven outflow leaves the box starting at448

t ∼ 20 Myr; by t = 40–300 Myr, 38% to 58% of the449

metal-carrying gas has left the box.450

After the last SNII goes off at t = 40 Myr, SNIas451

drive the outflow, but with a mechanical luminosity that452

is more than two orders of magnitude smaller. SNIa-453

enriched gas expands at v ∼ 400 km s−1 through the454

tunnel created by the previous SNII outflow, but by455

t ∼ 80 Myr the disk gas being pushed aside by the456

SNII outflow flows back to the central source region,457

blocking the passage for SNIa-enriched gas. Meanwhile,458

the shocked SNII-enriched gas (region b) near the inner459

shock front (z ∼ 12 kpc) begins to descend toward the460

disk, while the outer shock front (the outer edge of re-461

gion c) keeps moving at v ∼ 400 km s−1 in the CGM462

and soon leaves the box. By t ∼ 100 Myr, descend-463

ing shocked SNII-enriched gas accumulates at the inner464

shock front and cools to form denser, cool shells that465

eventually fragment by RT instability.466

The sliced density distribution in the y-z plane at467

x = +1.42 kpc from the disk center at t = 160 Myr468

(left in Figure 3) shows the formation of such fragments469

in the form of clumps and filaments. They are also visi-470

ble as clumps and filaments in a projected distribution of471

neutral hydrogen along the x-axis at t = 160 Myr (left in472

Figure 4). These clumps and filaments will potentially473

produce weak Mg II absorbers (we discuss our ion anal-474

ysis in the next section). We call this process phase 1475

formation. They are made of SNII-enriched outflow gas476

and their metallicity is ∼ 0.1–0.2Z�. The size of clumps477

and the thickness of filaments are ∼100 pc. This size478

may be limited by our numerical resolution of 12.8 pc479

(Fujita et al. 2009; Gronke & Oh 2018). We discuss the480

effects of resolution further in Sec. 5.481

Shortly after t = 160 Myr, a superbubble created by482

repeated SNIa explosions blows out of the dense ISM483

and SNIa enriched gas regains a tunnel for expansion,484

forming a SNIa-driven outflow traveling at v ∼ 400–485

500 km s−1. In the projected distribution of neutral486

hydrogen at t = 200 Myr (middle panel in Fig. 4), frag-487

ments of swept-up ISM after blowout are visible fram-488

ing a tunnel for outflow, and hot, low-density SNIa489

enriched gas in the outflow is seen as a cavity with490

NHI . 1013 cm−2 (we define SNIa enriched gas as region491

Ia).492

By t = 220 Myr, this SNIa-driven outflow (region493

Ia) expands into the cooled SNII enriched gas and the494

clumps and filaments of shocked SNII enriched gas (re-495

gion b), shocking and sweeping them and forming more496

clumps and filaments. Figure 3 shows such a process497

clearly in a selected region at z > 10 kpc. These are498

potential candidates for weak Mg II absorbers, too: we499

call this process phase 2 formation. Their metallicity500

and size are likewise ∼ 0.1–0.2Z� and ∼100 pc. Hot-501
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Figure 3. Sliced density, temperature, metallicity, and pressure (from top to bottom) distributions of cool, dense clouds at
x = +1.42 kpc from the disk center in y-z plane at phase 1 (t =160 and 200 Myr) and phase 2 (t = 220, 230, and 240 Myr)
from left to right. Phase 1 formation begins when descending shocked SNII-enriched gas (region b) collides with the expanding
SNII-enriched gas (region a) at the inner shock front, and phase 2 formation begins when SNIa-driven outflow (region Ia) rams
into the rest of the SNII-enriched gas and the clouds made at phase 1. The arrows in bottom figures show the direction of gas
flow with vmax = 429 km s−1.
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Figure 4. Projected neutral hydrogen distributions at t =
160 (left), 200 (middle), and 240 Myr (right), along the x-
axis in the y-z plane. SNIa-driven outflow is visible as a
cavity (region Ia)

ter and lower-density shocked SNII-enriched gas extends502

above z ∼ 14 kpc with Z ∼ 0.4–1Z�.503

Pressure surrounding the clumps and filaments are504

. 10−14 dyn cm−2, the characteristic halo gas pressure505

of a host galaxy at z =2. Thus, the pressure from the506

halo of a massive galaxy may have some dynamical im-507

portance at these late stages, although it does not seem508

so important for the initial stage following the starburst509

(Fig. 2). We will study the effects of host halo pressure510

in our next planned simulation.511

The SNIa-driven outflow continues to shock and sweep512

gas as well as clumps and filaments to the sides, and by513

t ∼ 300 Myr, all the clumps and filaments as well as 58%514

of SNII outflow gas and 8% of SNIa outflow gas have left515

the box. Then, there is only very low-density gas with516

nH < 10−4 cm−3 left above the disk in the box. The517

metallicity of SNIa enriched gas is Z � 0.1Z� as the518

metal production rate is about two orders of magnitude519

smaller than that of SNII, so it is still too early for any520

significant enrichment by SNIa. We stopped computing521

at t ∼ 450 Myr.522523524525

With a realistic star formation history with multiple526

star clusters scattered in time and place, we expect phase527

1 and phase 2 formation to be repeated in time and528

place to produce more clumps and filaments. We will529

test this scenario in a larger simulation box in our next530

paper.531

4. WEAK MG II ABSORBERS AND C IV/O VI532

ABSORBERS533

4.1. Overview534

Figure 5 shows projected density distributions of535

Mg II, C IV, and O VI ions along the x-axis in the y-z536

plane at t = 160, 200, and 240 Myr, when weak Mg II ab-537

sorbers associated with sub-LLSs with NHI < 1017 cm−2
538

begin to form. Figure 6 shows sliced density, tempera-539

ture, metallicity, Mg II, C IV, and O VI ion density540

distributions at x = +1.92 kpc from the disk center in541

the y-z plane at t =200 Myr. This sight line was se-542

lected as an example with a large path length through543

low ionization gas.544

The clumps and filaments have hydrogen number den-545

sities, nH = 10−3 to 10−2 cm−3, and sizes/thickness546

∼100 pc, which is the smallest scale our simulation can547

resolve, as discussed in Section 3. Visual inspection of548

image sequences shows that individual weak Mg II ab-549

sorbers survive for ∼ 60 Myr, before they are mixed and550

diluted with the surrounding, warmer, lower-density gas,551

but they are continuously produced through phase 1 to552

phase 2 formation for over 150 Myr from a single instan-553

taneous starburst source. Weak Mg II absorption with554

NMgII > 1011 cm−2 is also found in a blob of gas that555

carries a swept-up ISM shell fragment in the expand-556

ing SNII-enriched gas seen at e.g. [y, z]=[+2 kpc, 10557

kpc] (see top left figure in Figure 5) and in fragmented558

shells of ISM swept-up by the SNIa-driven outflow at e.g.559

z =2–4 kpc (see top middle figure in Figure 5). The blob560

has cooled slowly without fragmentation, and its size is561

about a kiloparsec. It is expanding into the phase 1562

shells in region (b) above, but the SNIa-driven outflow563

will shock and sweep up expanding SNII-enriched gas564

including the blob in region (a) and the phase 1 shells565

in region (b) to produce phase 2 shells and fragments566

(see top right figure in Figure 5).567

Higher ion absorbers are found in region (a) where ex-568

panding SNII-enriched gas cools and in region (b) where569

shocked SNII-enriched gas cools in phase 1 and phase 2.570

In both cases, the hydrogen number density of the ab-571

sorbers is nH ∼a few ×10−4 cm−3, but the absorbers572

in region (a) extend over 1–4 kpc while the absorbers573

in region (b) are smaller, 500 pc–1 kpc. The sizes of574

high ion absorbers agree with the observed estimates575

for C IV absorbers by Misawa et al. (2008) and Schaye576

et al. (2007). They are ∼100 pc - 5 kpc in a sub-LLS577

(1014.5 < NHI < 1016 cm−2) or Lyα forest environment578

(NHI < 1014.5 cm−2).579

C IV absorbers in region (b) are clumpy and filamen-580

tary and some surround weak Mg II absorbers, so both581

of them arise from the same clumps and filaments cre-582

ated in phase 1 and phase 2 formation. However, C IV583

ions in these clumps and filaments survive longer than584

Mg II ions by another 20-30 Myr based on visual in-585
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Figure 5. Projected Mg II (top), C IV (middle), and O VI density (bottom) distributions at t = 160 (left), 200 (middle), and
240 Myr (right), along the x-axis in the y-z plane.
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Figure 6. Sliced density, temperature, metallicity (top from left to right), and Mg II, C IV, and O VI (bottom from left
to right) density distributions at x=+1.92 kpc from the disk center in the y-z plane, at t =200 Myr. A line of sight from
[x,y,z]=[+1.92 kpc, -3.28 kpc, +2.45 kpc] to [+1.92 kpc, +3.28 kpc, +14.4 kpc] is shown by a green line . The arrows in the
bottom right figure show the direction of the gas flow with vmax=353 km s−1.
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spection of image sequences. Our simulations suggest586

clouds that produce Mg II absorbers also produce C IV587

absorbers, and Mg II absorbers probe the densest parts588

of the clouds while C IV absorbers extend out to more589

diffuse, larger regions. In the process of mixing, the590

regions that produce Mg II absorption disappear first591

due to dilution, so our simulations agree with a picture592

proposed by Schaye et al. (2007) that expanding Mg II593

absorbers with high metallicity (Z . Z�) produce C IV594

absorbers.595

We find that 1–3% of high ions by mass are from col-596

lisional ionization by comparison with the ion fractions597

computed without background radiation; they are found598

in coronal O VI absorbers in region (b). This is consis-599

tent with observational analyses showing that photoion-600

ization dominates in sub-LLS and Lyα forest environ-601

ments at intermediate to high redshift (e.g. Simcoe et al.602

2004; Schaye et al. 2007; Lehner et al. 2016).603

Figure 7 shows physical values along a line of sight604

through the simulation box, which is noted in green in605

Figure 6, and Figure 8 shows mock spectra created along606

the sightline with Trident, convolved with an instrumen-607

tal line-spread function (resolving power R = 45, 000)608

consistent with Misawa et al. (2008). Noise is not added,609

as our purpose is to demonstrate that the observed and610

simulated spectra qualitatively resemble each other by611

comparing appearances (i.e., strength and profiles), not612

to reproduce them quantitatively. As an example of the613

observed spectra, we choose the weak Mg II system at614

z =1.75570 toward HE2243-6031 (system 3) in Misawa615

et al. (2008) since the system has the largest logNMgII,616

with an absorption depth almost comparable to the sim-617

ulated one. For a full comparison, we need larger sam-618

ples of both observed and the simulated spectra, which619

we will pursue in future work.620

Along the sightline, there are two Mg II absorbers621

that correspond to two peaks in Figure 6 and in the622

bottom left plot of Figure 7. They are shocked cooling623

shells in region (b) and are only separated by a small624

velocity in the spectrum, despite their spatial separation625

(∆v ∼ 2 km s−1 at v ∼38 km s−1), which is visible in626

the absorption profile as a slight asymmetry (Figure 8).627

The same shells produce C IV absorption, but no O VI628

absorption. O VI absorbers in region (b) are in a dif-629

ferent, coronal phase. C IV absorbers in region (a) are630

more than a few kiloparsecs in size: one is at z ∼2.5631

kpc with a positive velocity (v ∼10 km s−1), one is at632

z ∼2.5–4 kpc with a negative velocity (v ∼ −5 km s−1),633

one is at z ∼10–11 kpc (cooler, v ∼30 km s−1) and634

the other is at z ∼11–12 kpc (warmer, v ∼40 km s−1),635

both below the cooling shell (v ∼38 km s−1). The first636

two absorbers produce the double absorption profiles in637

Figure 8, and the last two absorbers produce the sat-638

urated absorption profile at v=20–45 km s−1, together639

with C IV absorbers in region (b).640

O VI absorbers in region (a) arise from the same cold641

clouds, producing two sets of double absorption profiles,642

but the sightline also passes through a shell swept up643

by the SNIa-driven outflow at height z = 5–9 kpc with644

temperature T & 105 K. The signal is buried in the645

double absorption profiles at v ∼ 10 km s−1. The O VI646

absorber in region (b) is coronal and turbulent with v ∼647

−10–40 km s−1, but is weak compared with the other648

O VI absorbers.649

We note that some SNII outflow gas in region (a) cools650

to temperatures below 104 K by t &200 Myr, however,651

this overcooled, low-density (≤ 10−4 cm−3) gas only652

makes a little contribution to C IV and O VI column653

column densities (see Appendix). We also note that we654

are only picking one line of sight through one of the most655

prominent weak Mg II absorbers at a given time in the656

analysis of Figure 7 and Figure 8. In the next section,657

we show that our current simulations can not account658

for all the observed weak Mg II absorbers with ∼ 5%659

covering fraction in the dwarf halo. With the analysis,660

we ensure our model spectra do not produce too much661

metal absorption and only suggest they may be repre-662

sentative of observed metal systems. Beyond that, we663

are limited in making any firm predictions on incidence.664

4.2. Comparison to observations665

4.2.1. Column densities and metallicities666

Figure 9 shows the average column densities and the667

total masses of Mg II, C IV, and O VI ions as a function668

of time in the simulated box. The total Mg II mass669

peaks at t =40 Myr, the end of the SNII-driven period670

with swept-up ISM shells and fragments as strong Mg II671

absorbers in LLS and sub-DLA environments. It quickly672

falls off by a few orders of magnitude as the shells and673

fragments mix with the hot outflow gas. Then, there674

are two small peaks in the total Mg II mass at around675

t =160 Myr with phase 1 formation and around t =240676

Myr with phase 2 formation (see Figure 3). The total677

masses of C IV and O VI ions peak at t ∼80 Myr, as the678

swept-up ISM shells and fragments mix with the hot679

outflow gas, and gradually decrease only by a factor of680

a few. As we mentioned in Section 3, 38% and 58% of681

metal-enriched gas escape the simulation box by t =40682

and 300 Myr respectively. Our simulations are too small683

to reliably predict column density statistics that may be684

compared with observations. Any time evolution would685

only relate to the evolution of column density within the686

simulation volume.687
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Figure 9. The average column densities (left) and the total masses (right) of Mg II (magenta), C IV (green), and O VI (cyan)
ions as a function of time

In Figure 10, we show the relation between ion column688

densities and H I column densities in our simulation at689

t =200 Myr in sightlines parallel to each of the three690

cardinal axes at 2.5< z < 17.5 kpc, and compare them691

with the observed relations. The colors indicate Mg II,692

C IV, and O VI density weighted metallicities on left and693

height above the galactic disk on right. This relation694

looks very similar at different times. Effective lower695

limits to the Mg II, C IV, and O VI column densities696

are 3.5 × 108, 7.5 × 108, and 4.7 × 109 cm−2 in our697

simulations. Mg II, C IV, and O VI absorbers in our698

simulation are enriched to z =0.1–0.2 Z� by SNII from699

an instantaneous starburst, as the SNIa contribution is700

negligible at this point.701

Top figures in Figure 10 show that sightlines with702

higher metallicities have higher Mg II column densities703

at given H I column densities, and they are compared to704

the Mg II-H I observations from three Mg II absorbers705

at z ∼ 1.7 from Misawa et al. (2008) and four Mg II706

absorbers at lower redshift (z=0.65-0.91) from Charlton707

et al. (2003) and Ding et al. (2005). Only 7 out of 26708

single-cloud weak Mg II systems (Misawa et al. 2008,709

Table 7) are modeled in detail to produce NHI to be710

plotted in Figure 10. The Mg II column densities in our711

simulation are up to an order of magnitude smaller than712

the observed values at the given H I column densities,713

NHI > 1015 cm−2 (i.e. sub-LLS). Top right figure in714

Figure 10 show that absorbers with the highest column715

density arise in region (b) where shocked SNII-enriched716

gas cools (red).717

We suggest several reasons to explain this discrepancy718

in Mg II column density. First, we are only modeling a719

single starburst, but repeated bursts of star formation720

will continue to load more mass and metals in the out-721

flows, increasing column densities of cold, dense clouds722

forming within it. We also have assumed that all of the723

energy is deposited in the center of the galaxy. How-724

ever, star formation may be more distributed, and at725

late times the SNIa progenitors will have drifted signif-726

icant distances from their birthplaces in the starburst.727

Such distributed energy input contributes to mass load-728

ing of outflows in both dwarf (Fragile et al. 2004) and729

massive (Schneider et al. 2020) galaxies. This could re-730

sult in denser cold clouds at late stages than found in731

our simulation.732

We also set the initial metallicity of our dwarf disk733

and halo gas to be z = 10−3 Z�, to study the effects734

of metal contribution by our simulated starburst alone.735

Thus, we are likely underestimating the metallicities of736

Mg II absorbers. If we assume that all the gas in our737

simulation box has a solar metallicity, the boosted Mg II738

column densities (grey points in Figure 10) agree better739

with the observed values.740

We also note that the structures in which weak Mg II741

lines form are at the limit of our numerical resolution,742

with only 5–10 zones resolving them in their thinnest743

direction, so some further increase in density could occur744

at higher resolution.745

At lower NHI < 1015 cm−2(i.e. sub-LLS to Lyα for-746

est), there is no dense cloud formation in our simulation,747

thus no Mg II clouds with NMgII > 1011 cm−2. There748

are two Mg II absorbers observed with NHI < 1014.5
749

cm−2 at z ∼ 2 (Misawa et al. 2008) and their Mg II col-750

umn densities are larger than predicted by our simula-751

tions for sightlines with this NHI by two orders of magni-752

tude. This might also be due to lower metal enrichment753

or the limited resolution in our simulation. The esti-754

mated metallicities for the two absorbers are very high,755

Z = 0.63–0.79Z� and even super solar, Z > 7.9Z� re-756

spectively. We hope to study the possible formation of757

super solar, weak Mg II clouds with future global simu-758

lations.759760

Simulated C IV column density distributions appear761

to agree better with the observed column densities of762



Figure 10. Mg II (top row), C IV (middle row), and O VI (bottom row) versus H I column densities in sightlines parallel to each of the

three cardinal axes at t =200 Myr with different colors indicating Mg II, C IV, and O VI density-weighted metallicities (left column) and

height above the disk (right column), to be compared to the observed Mg II/C IV clouds by Misawa et al. 2008 (circle) and the observed

C IV/O VI observations by Schaye et al. 2007 (square) and D’Odorico et al. 2016 (star, but gray star for detection of only one member of

the doublet) . Note O VI densities from Schaye et al. 2007 (open square) and C IV and O VI densities from D’Odorico et al. 2016 (open

star) are upper limits (open square). Grey points indicate ion versus H I column density distributions expected when all the gas in our

simulation is assumed to have solar metallicity. The system 3 at z =1.7557 toward HE2243-6031 Misawa et al. (2008) could have a very

large metallicity, Z > 7.9 Z�, or a moderate value, ∼ 1.0Z�, depending on two different photoionization models (open circle).



C IV absorbers that are found in the same sightlines with763

the Mg II absorbers studied by Misawa et al. (2008).764

These C IV absorbers are in sub-LLS environments, and765

have similar metallicities Z =0.1–0.3 Z� to our simu-766

lation values, except for one absorber with Z = 0.8Z�:767

this metal rich C IV absorber is in a structure related to768

the super-solar, weak Mg II absorber with Z > 7.9Z�.769

On the other hand, our simulated C IV column densi-770

ties are smaller than those of the C IV absorbers studied771

by Schaye et al. (2007): the disagreement is by an order772

of magnitude. This is probably because these absorbers773

are selected for the high metallicities of at least Z ∼ Z�.774

Since only upper limits to H I are determined, only lower775

limits to the metallicities may be inferred. Although the776

systems are found in Lyα forest environments, it is possi-777

ble they originate in the CGM of galaxies too dim to de-778

tect. From photoionization models, they infer a median779

lower density limit of nH > 10−4 cm−2, corresponding to780

an overdensity of 15 at z = 2.3, and median cloud radius781

upper limit of 1.5 kpc, although some upper limits are782

as high as 7 kpc for such high overdensities. In our sim-783

ulation, smaller C IV clouds are found in region (b) and784

arise from the same clouds that currently host or used785

to host even smaller, weak Mg II absorbers in sub-LLS786

to Lyα forest environments. Our metallicity boosted787

values better agree with the observations (Figure 10).788

The upper limits for O VI column densities associated789

with the observed C IV absorbers (Schaye et al. 2007)790

are also above what our simulation predicts, and lie in791

the metallicity boosted grey area, just like most of the792

observed weak Mg II and C IV absorbers. It may be793

these systems arise in regions that have been exposed to794

multiple enrichment phases.795

The observed C IV column densities by D’Odorico796

et al. (2016) appear to agree with our simulated val-797

ues at NHI > 1014.5 cm−2, however at NHI < 1014.5
798

cm−2, they are much lower than our simulated values,799

by up to an order of magnitude. These C IV absorbers800

are observed at a higher redshift, z ∼ 2.8, and the ma-801

jority of them have their estimated metallicities between802

10−2.5 Z� and 10−2 Z�, much lower than our simulated803

values. Assuming the metals are homogeneously mixed804

with the H I, photoionization modeling suggests the ob-805

served systems have overdensities of about 1–15. The806

corresponding sizes, for systems in photoionization equi-807

librium, lie in the range 1–300 kpc for NHI > 1014 cm−2,808

typical of systems showing the C IV features.809

There is no further information about the physical810

properties available for the C IV and O VI absorbers811

observed by D’Odorico et al. (2016). The data for O VI812

column densities are mostly upper limits except three813

detections of which one shows a very weak C IV line and814

another shows none. Out of 15 O VI possible detections815

with single lines, six of them do not show an associated816

C IV line. Despite the estimated low metal contents, the817

observed O VI column densities and their upper limits818

appear to agree better with our simulated values in all819

H I environments. Right figures in Figure 10 show that820

C IV and O VI absorbers of all strengths appear both821

in cooling outflow gas (region a) and cooling shocked822

SNII-enriched gas (region b).823

We note that the observed estimates and upper limits824

for C IV and O VI column densities at given H I col-825

umn densities vary over 4 orders of magnitudes. This826

may be due to the presence of H I dominated gas in827

observed sightlines that lies in regions that are not cov-828

ered by our simulations. However, for Mg II absorbers829

and associated C IV absorbers, a major reason for the830

discrepancy seems to be a lack of metal enrichment as831

well as the low initial metallicity of disk and halo gas832

in our simulation. We speculate that galactic outflows833

from repeated bursts of star formation for a longer du-834

ration (∼ 1 Gyr) will eventually create high-metallicity,835

complex structures of multiphase gas.836

4.2.2. Covering fractions837

Figure 11 shows fractions of sight lines that occupy838

our simulation box above the galactic disk and within839

the virial radius as functions of Mg II, C IV, and O VI840

column densities along x, y, and z axes at three differ-841

ent times. Weak Mg II absorbers with column densi-842

ties greater than the observed minimum NMgII ∼ 1011
843

cm−2 occupy about only fMgII ∼ 5% of the dwarf halo in844

our simulation, while the total covering fraction of weak845

Mg II absorbers in L∗ galactic haloes is estimated to be846

∼ 30% by observations (Narayanan et al. 2008; Muza-847

hid et al. 2017). The Grey region in Figure 11 depicts848

predicted fractions of sight lines as a function of column849

densities of the observed weak Mg II absorbers at various850

redshifts by Rigby et al. (2002); Charlton et al. (2003);851

Ding et al. (2005); Misawa et al. (2008) and Narayanan852

et al. (2008), based on an assumption that they cover853

5–30% of a halo. If a sightline goes through N dwarf854

satellite galaxies in an L∗ halo, the covering fraction in855

each dwarf halo would need to be approximately 0.3/N ,856

to be consistent with the observations.857

The covering fraction of weak Mg II absorbers in our858

simulations is significantly smaller than the observed es-859

timate. However, this is a lower limit for the covering860

fraction because 38–58% of SNII outflow gas leaves the861

box by t =40–300 Myr. Boosting the metallicities of862

all the gas to Z� (see dashed lines in Figure 11) raises863

the fractions of sight lines with NMgII & 1011 cm−2 to864

fMgII ∼ 30%, but there is still a deficiency of Mg II865
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Misawa et al. 2008; Narayanan et al. 2008) cover 5–30% of a halo. The observed Mg II column densities are ≥ 1011 cm−2.

clouds with higher column densities NMgII & 1012 cm−2.866

Most observed weak Mg II absorbers have column den-867

sities NMgII & 1012 cm−2.868

As we argued in the previous section, repeated bursts869

of star formation will likely create more clumps and fila-870

ments, like the brightest structures in Figure 5, through871

cycles of phase 1 and phase 2 formation. Then, a larger872

fraction of the dwarf galaxy halo may be covered with873

moderately dense Mg II absorbers. However, the forma-874

tion of denser, high column density, weak Mg II clouds875

may require other mechanisms that involve more gas876

and more metals with stronger shocks, as the shell den-877

sity scales like the square of the Mach number in the878

isothermal shocks expected, so more powerful outflows879

may be responsible for the higher column density Mg II880

absorbers. In addition, interaction of outflows with cos-881

mological infall will likely produce stronger shocks, so882

possibly denser clouds. Note we have a static back-883

ground in our simulations. In addition, denser cloud884

formation may be inhibited by a lack of numerical reso-885

lution (see Section 3).886

We can estimate the number density of weak887

Mg II absorbers per unit comoving path length to be888

dNMgII/dX ≈0.060 assuming fMgII ∼ 5% for NMgII ≥889

1012 cm−2 when metallicity is boosted to Z = Z�, 0.32890

Mpc−3 for halo comoving number density with Mhalo ≥891

4×109 M� at the z = 2 Planck2018 normalization (Reed892

et al. 2007; Collaboration 2020), and π(17.52−2.52) kpc2
893

for halo proper cross section. This yields a value a factor894

of 5–7 smaller than dNMgII/dX = 0.33 at 1.4 < z < 2.4895

found by Narayanan et al. (2008) and dNMgII/dX = 0.41896

at 〈z〉 = 2.34 by Codoreanu et al. (2018), and shows897

the model doesn’t over-predict the number of Mg II ab-898

sorbers. Likewise, the number density of high-ionization899

clouds (C IV and O VI) per unit comoving path length900

is estimated to be dNCIV/dX ≈ 0.32 and dNOVI/dX ≈901

1.13 with fCIV = fOVI ∼ 50%. As a reference, it is902

dNCIV/dX ≈ 9 at z ∼3 based on Figure 6 of D’Odorico903

et al. (2016), which includes all C IV systems along a line904

of sight, not necessarily only those confined to the CGM905

of galaxies. The covering fractions of C IV and O VI906

ions are measured to be 0.3–0.8 at impact parameters907

. 1 proper Mpc around star-forming galaxies at z ∼ 2.4908

(Turner et al. 2014). It is interesting to note that the909

comoving Mg II mass density seems to increase nearly910

a factor of 10 from 〈z〉 = 2.34 to 〈z〉 = 4.77 (Codor-911

eanu et al. 2018) with a large number of weak Mg II912

absorbers even up to z ∼ 7 (Bosman et al. 2017). This913

high incidence of Mg II absorbers suggests that they are914

associated with dwarf galaxies, including smaller, nu-915

merous galaxies during the epoch of reionization, and916

the presence of the abundant weak Mg II absorbers may917



be explained without more powerful outflows from larger918

galaxies.919

We consider a thought experiment: 1) a SNII-driven920

outflow is launched from a star cluster every 100 Myr,921

the time by which gas flows back to the central source922

region in our simulation, and it takes 50 Myr for a SNII-923

driven outflow with v = 200–400 km s−1 to reach the924

shocked enriched gas from previous outflows (region b).925

2) SNIa drive a superbubble and an outflow after SNII926

stop in 50 Myr (we choose 50 instead of 40 Myr for sim-927

plicity), and it takes 100 Myr for a SNIa-driven outflow928

to reach region (b) based on our simulation result. 3)929

repeated bursts last for 1 Gyr. 4) interaction from a930

newly launched outflow produces weak Mg II absorbers931

that cover 3–6% of our dwarf halo and those weak Mg II932

absorbers survive for at least 150 Myr, based on our933

simulation result. Then, we estimate that the covering934

fraction of dwarf halos by weak Mg II absorbers will be935

12–24%. This number should go up once the CGM is936

more metal-enriched, because the covering fraction of937

3–6% is computed when metallicities of absorbers are938

Z =0.1–0.2 Z�. We hope to test this hypothesis with939

our future global simulation in a larger box with re-940

peated bursts in time and space.941942

5. RESOLUTION STUDY943

Numerical simulations of the CGM show an increasing944

amount of structure as numerical resolution improves945

(Oppenheimer et al. 2018; Peeples et al. 2019; van de946

Voort et al. 2019). Cold structures in particular give947

rise to low ionization absorbers like Mg II, require sub-948

kiloparsec resolution, or a baryonic mass resolution of949

at least ∼ 105M� (Suresh et al. 2019; Ho et al. 2020;950

Nelson et al. 2020). We ran a resolution study to seek951

numerical convergence. Our standard simulation em-952

ploys a highest resolution of 12.8 pc with four refine-953

ment levels, thus resolves ∼ 100 pc structures for our954

purposes. We base the estimate of roughly eight cells955

being required to minimally resolve structures on two956

arguments. First, the numerical dissipation range for957

supersonic turbulence computed with Enzo extends over958

almost an order of magnitude (e.g. Kritsuk et al. 2007,959

Figure 5), similar to most other grid codes (Kitsionas960

et al. 2009). Second, modeling of a cloud in a supersonic961

flow shows that a radius of six zones using a second-order962

method is insufficient to capture fragmentation by insta-963

bilities (Mac Low & Zahnle 1994, Figure 4).964

To study the extent to which the production of clumps965

and filaments as well as their sub-structures and frag-966

mentation are dependent on numerical resolution, we967

ran the same simulation with three refinement levels968

(low-res simulation), and five refinement levels in a re-969

gion where the largest filaments form at [∆x,∆y,∆z]=[(-970

0.5 kpc, 3.28 kpc), (-0.5 kpc, 3.28 kpc), (10 kpc, 15 kpc)]971

(high-res zoom simulation). We only ran the high-res972

zoom simulation up to t =200 Myr.973

Figure 12 shows phase 1 formation of filaments and974

clumps computed with the three different resolutions,975

and compares the degrees of fragmentation in high-res976

zoom and our standard simulations. In the high-res977

zoom simulation, gas fragments into thinner filaments978

and smaller clouds compared with our standard simu-979

lation. The smallest structures are resolved across ∼8980

cells, so they are ∼50 pc in the high-res zoom simulation981

compared with ∼100 pc in our standard simulation. The982

cool gas in which the Mg II lines forms has substantially983

different structures in the low-res simulation, with much984

larger clouds compared with the higher resolution runs.985

However, these structures appear to be reasonably well986

converged at our standard resolution, with only small987

changes appearing in the high-res zoom model.988

Despite the differences in fragmentation seen in the989

low-res simulation, there is no significant difference in990

projected Mg II distributions (Figure 13) nor probabil-991

ity distribution functions for Mg II, C IV, and O VI992

column densities (Figure 14). We see no change in the993

fraction of weak Mg II absorbers with high column den-994

sities, and the probability distributions of weak Mg II995

absorbers as well as C IV and O VI absorbers remain996

practically the same with a marginal difference in the997

low-res simulation.998

We conclude that in our study, resolution has a visi-999

ble effect in fragmentation of clouds and filaments, but1000

seems to have little effect on the projected distribution1001

of ions, suggesting that our results are numerically well-1002

converged for these observables (see also Figure 15 and1003

Figure 6 in the Appendix). There is a possibility that,1004

at much higher resolution, filaments and fragments will1005

further ”shatter” into ∼pc sized cloudlets (Gronke &1006

Oh 2018; McCourt et al. 2018; Gronke & Oh 2020), but1007

to test this possibility requires cstcool resolution in a1008

galactic-scale simulation.1009

6. SUMMARY1010

In this paper, we use hydrodynamical simulations1011

of galactic outflows to explore the production of weak1012

Mg II absorbers and C IV and O VI absorbers in the1013

CGM of a dwarf galaxy with a halo mass of 5× 109 M�1014

at z = 2, such as may populate the halo of a larger1015

L∗ galaxy. With our standard numerical resolution of1016

12.8 pc, we model the formation of superbubbles and1017

outflows from a galactic disk assuming a single instan-1018

taneous starburst in a simulation box with dimensions1019

(6.5536, 6.5536, 32.768) kpc, and study the interac-1020
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Figure 12. Sliced density (top) and Mg II density (middle) distributions at x=+2.4 kpc from the disk center and projected
Mg II distributions (bottom) along the x-axis, all in the y-z plane, at phase 1 (t =200 Myr), resolved with highest resolutions of
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Figure 13. The same as top figures in Figure 12, but showing only regions enclosed in cyan rectangles for 6.4 (left) and 12.8
(right) resolutions.

tion and cooling of metal-enriched outflowing gases. Al-1021 though we ran the simulations for only ∼300 Myr, until1022
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most metal-enriched gas leaves the simulation box, our1023

results highlight the possibility of dwarf galactic out-1024

flows producing transient Mg II clouds, as well as larger1025

C IV and O VI clouds, in sub-LLS and Lyα forest en-1026

vironments. Our modeled starburst only consume1027

1.9% of the galactic disk, and the escape fraction1028

of disk gas is less than 5 %, thus a plenty of gas1029

is available for more star formation.1030

Our main findings are:1031

• Thin, filamentary, weak Mg II absorbers are pro-1032

duced in two stages:1033

– Phase 1: shocked SNII-enriched gas loses en-1034

ergy and descends toward expanding SNII-1035

enriched gas and is shocked, cools, and frag-1036

ments.1037

– Phase 2: SNIa-driven outflow gas shocks the1038

SNII-enriched gas as well as phase 1 shells,1039

which then cool and fragment.1040

The width of the filaments and fragments are1041

. 100 pc with our standard numerical resolution.1042

A single Mg II cloud survives for ∼ 60 Myr, but1043

we suggest Mg II absorbers will continuously be1044

produced through cycles of phase 1 and phase 21045

formation for > 150 Myr by repeated bursts of star1046

formation.1047

• C IV absorbers are produced in expanding SNII-1048

enriched gas and shocked SNII-enriched gas. C IV1049

absorbers in the expanding SNII-enriched gas ex-1050

tend over 1–4 kpc and C IV absorbers in the1051

shocked SNII-enriched gas are smaller, 0.5–1 kpc,1052

but they are both cool and photoionized. The1053

smaller C IV absorbers originate from the same1054

clouds that produce weak Mg II absorbers, and1055

they surround the dense Mg II clouds. As the1056

clouds get destroyed and mixed with the surround-1057

ing gas, Mg II absorbers disappear first, but C IV1058

absorbers survive for another 20–30 Myr.1059

• O VI absorbers are also produced in expanding1060

SNII-enriched gas and shocked SNII-enriched gas.1061

O VI absorbers in the expanding SNII-enriched gas1062

originate from the same cool clouds that produce1063

C IV absorbers, but O VI absorbers in the shocked1064

SNII-enriched gas are not coincident with Mg II1065

absorbers or C IV absorbers. Their sizes are &1066

1 kpc.1067

• C IV absorbers and most O VI absorbers are cool,1068

photoionized clouds while O VI absorbers arising1069

in swept-up shells in region (b) are hotter and col-1070

lisionally ionized. Photoionization dominates in1071

sub-LLS and Lyα environments found in our mod-1072

els.1073

• The metallicities of Mg II, C IV, and O VI ab-1074

sorbers are Z = 0.1–0.2Z� by t =∼ 200–300 Myr,1075

after one moderate nuclear starburst forms in a1076

dwarf disk and halo with a low initial metallic-1077

ity Z = 0.001Z�. We speculate that the clouds1078

forming in shocked outflow gas will be progres-1079

sively enriched with more metals when bursts of1080

star formation are repeated.1081

• The covering fraction of weak Mg II absorbers in1082

our dwarf halo is > 3–6%. This is a lower limit1083

as it represents the effects of only one moderate1084

nuclear starburst, and more than half the metal-1085

enriched gas leaves the simulation box before the1086

end of the run. To reproduce the observed esti-1087

mate for the covering fraction in a L∗ halo (30%)1088

with outflows from such galaxies alone, sightlines1089

must go through haloes of multiple dwarf satellite1090



galaxies. We also speculate that the covering frac-1091

tion in a single dwarf halo will be boosted with1092

repeated bursts with many cycles of phase 1 and1093

phase 2 formation in a large simulation box that1094

covers the entire halo.1095

There are two major problems in our current simula-1096

tions: 1) a deficiency of weak Mg II absorbers with high1097

column density & 1012 cm−2 and 2) the low metallicity1098

of weak Mg II absorbers.1099

The formation of denser, high column density, weak1100

Mg II absorbers may occur several different ways.1101

Stronger starbursts could drive denser outflows. Dy-1102

namic infall could increase the density of the gas swept1103

up in the weak Mg II clouds seen in our models. Re-1104

peated starbursts will load more mass and metals, and1105

could sweep up gas from previous outflows that has nei-1106

ther escaped nor yet fallen back. Distributed energy1107

sources, such as from SNIa that have drifted from their1108

birth place, could drive more mass-loaded outflows, as1109

was found in a dwarf galaxy by Fragile et al. (2004) and1110

in a more massive galaxy by Schneider et al. (2020). Nu-1111

merical resolution seems less likely to matter, given that1112

both we, in Figures 14 and 12 and the Appendix, as well1113

as Schneider et al. (2020), find little variation with res-1114

olution in the range of 5–25 pc in outflow or ionization1115

properties.1116

The metallicity, less than solar, of our Mg II absorbers1117

is the result of our assumption of a single instantaneous1118

starburst and the limited duration of our simulations1119

(∼ 300 Myr) neglecting the SNIa metal contribution.1120

Starting with a higher initial metallicity for our dwarf1121

disk and halo gas will also alleviate the problem.1122

Although our dwarf galaxy is not placed in a1123

halo environment of a larger host galaxy, it is rea-1124

sonable to expect repeated starbursts or a longer1125

duration of starburst in a dwarf satellite galaxy1126

as the median quenching timescale for star for-1127

mation due to infall into the host halo is 2–3 Gyr1128

in the Local Group Wetzel et al. (2015).1129

This paper nonetheless highlights the possibility that1130

galactic outflows from invisible, dwarf satellite galaxies1131

can produce highly enriched, multiphase gas consistent1132

with observations of weak Mg II absorbers in the halos1133

of larger galaxies. We hope to address the remaining1134

problems with our next, more global simulations.1135
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APPENDIX1139

Figure 15 and Figure 6 show that the projected distributions of ions in column density and covering fraction are1140

very similar in our standard and low-resolution simulations despite the visible effect seen in fragmentation of clouds1141

and filaments (see the top middle and top right panels in Figure 12). They also show that overcooled, low-density1142

(≤ 10−4 cm−3) gas contributes very little to the total ion budgets.1143



Figure 15. Mg II (top row), C IV (middle row), and O VI (bottom row) versus H I column densities in sightlines parallel to each

of the three cardinal axes at t =200 Myr with different colors indicating Mg II, C IV, and O VI density-weighted metallicities for low

resolution simulation (left), our standard simulation shown in Figure 10 (middle), and our standard simulation without overcooled gas

with nH ≤ 10−4 cm−3 and T < 104 K (right). In simulations with resolutions that differ by a factor of two, there is no noticeable change

for all ion distributions. With or without the overcooling gas, there is very little change for Mg II and C IV distributions, while there is a

marginal difference in the distribution of higher metallicity O VI systems. The overcooled, low-density gas is metal-enriched outflow gas in

region (a).
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Figure 16. The Mg II (left), C IV (middle), and O VI (right) covering fractions as functions of column densities along each of the three

cardinal axes at t =200 Myr. All sightlines between z=2.5 kpc (the disk edge) and 17.5 kpc (virial radius) are included for our standard

simulation (solid line: Figure 10), low-resolution simulation (dash line), and standard simulation excluding overcooled gas with nH ≤ 10−4

cm−3 and T < 104 K (dash-dot line). There is no very little difference between standard and low-resolution simulations. With or without

the overcooling gas, there is no noticeable difference in the covering fractions of Mg II and C IV systems, but there is a slight decrease in

the covering fraction of O VI systems at lower column density.
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